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Raúl Rojas has 20 years of experience in the mining industry. He  
participated in the discovery of iron deposits with resources of  
over a billion MT. Raúl has experience in creating exploration  
strategies for gold, silver, copper and iron deposits. He has  
developed and implemented geophysical exploration and  
diamond drilling programs in porphyry, skarn and hydrothermal  
deposits. He has experience in interpreting, updating, modeling  
and evaluating geological data. His job has been to implement  
loss control procedures, prepare reserve reports and participate  
in annual audits. He is responsible for the creation and supervision of exploration projects in their various 
stages and in the development of activities typical of the mining operation. Commercially, he has evaluated 
more than 150 gold, copper and polymetallic deposits.  

As a Senior Datamine Mexico Consultant, he is able to support his work in the design, configuration, 
implementation and training of geological-mining solutions such as the specialized suite of Studio, FUSION, 
Sirovision, among others.  

His training is as a Geologist with a second specialty in Geostatistics applied to the valuation and evaluation of 
mineral deposits.  

"GDMS - Geological Data Management Solution"  

Datamine FUSION is a computer system that allows information to be stored in a clear, organized and 
traceable way; making it easy to find, use and distribute any type of information to any type of user at any time  

It is of great importance for mining and exploration companies to have a means of securely storing exploration 
data with state-of-the-art systems that allow process control to protect the integrity of the investment. 
DATAMINE in this sense offers a wide range of products for data collection, analysis, storage, process 
management and reporting. 
DHLOGGER is a tool from the FUSION suite, providing users with the tools required for fast and accurate data 
collection. It allows users to plan, log, view and manage all drilling related data directly in the work area. 
DHLogger is a fully flexible login system that can be configured to meet specific drilling needs and data capture 
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requirements; providing users with the tools necessary to collect data quickly and accurately.  

REPORT MANAGER is another tool from the FUSION suite that is designed to combine all the exploration and 
production data of a mine. This data is managed in a single database, including geological, geochemical, 
geotechnical, geophysical, QA/QC, mapping, deviation and other field data. In order to maintain the integrity of 
the database, having a robust and well-configured QAQC system is an extra point in the goal of supporting a 
sampling program where errors are minimized.  

Standardizing processes and needs through the use of a database manages to minimize errors in the handling 
of login and sampling information, eliminating redundancies and inconsistencies while increasing security.  

Datamine FUSION enables collaboration with low cost and standardization of processes and nomenclature, 
high level of transparency and auditability, securely consolidates information from heterogeneous data sources 
centrally. This not only increases productivity, it also streamlines decision-making based on real-time data.  
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